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Summary

Neuropsychological case studies suggest the exis-
tence of two functionally separate visual streams: the
ventral pathway, central for object recognition; and
the dorsal pathway, engaged in visually guided ac-
tions. However, a clear dissociation between the func-
tions of the two streams has not been decisively
shown in intact humans. In this study, we demon-
strate dissociation between dorsal and ventral fMRI
activation patterns during observation of object ma-
nipulation video clips. Parietal areas, such as anterior
intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) display grasp viewing-
dependent adaptation (i.e., fMR adaptation during re-
peated viewing of the same object-grasping movement)
as well as a contralateral preference for the viewed
manipulating hand. Ventral regions, such as the fusi-
form gyrus, show similar characteristics (i.e., adapta-
tion, contralateral preference), but these depend on ob-
ject identity. Our results support the hypothesized
functional specialization in the visual system and sug-
gest that parietal areas (such as aIPS) are engaged in
action recognition, as well as in action planning.

Introduction

One of the most influential concepts in understanding
biological vision is the division of labor between the
two major visual pathways (Mishkin and Ungerleider,
1982; Livingstone and Hubel, 1988; Goodale and Milner,
1992). It is commonly thought that areas in the ventral
pathway, extending from the striate cortex to the infero-
temporal cortex, play a major role in object recognition,
while the dorsal pathway regions are supposedly en-
gaged in sensorimotor transformation necessary for
visually guided actions (Goodale and Milner, 1992). This
concept is supported by neuropsychological case
studies showing that damage to the ventrolateral part
of the occipitotemporal cortex results in agnosia, a se-
vere impairment in the perception of objects, while the
ability to accurately grasp the same unidentified ob-
jects remains intact (James et al., 2003). Individuals
with damage in the superior part of the parietal cortex
show the opposite behavior, termed optic ataxia: they
are often unable to use visual information to guide their
grasping movements. For example, they show poor
performance in generating the correct gap between the
index finger and thumb before making physical contact
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with the target object. However, their ability to visually
recognize objects is normal (Goodale et al., 1994). An-
other source of evidence for the functional separation
between perception and action comes from psycho-
physical studies in healthy human subjects. For exam-
ple, Aglioti et al. (1995) showed that grasp calibration
is insensitive to robust perceptual illusions that result
from surround effects (e.g., a target disk surrounded
by smaller circles appears larger than the same disk
surrounded by circles bigger than itself).

Some indication for the functional separation be-
tween the visual pathways in humans can also be seen
in recent fMRI studies. James et al. (2002) showed that
the ventral object-related regions (ventral occipito-
temporal cortex [VOT] and lateral occipital complex
[LOC]) exhibit fMRI adaptation when the subject is
viewing the same object from different viewpoints, but
no such adaptation is found in the dorsal object-related
areas (located in the caudal intraparietal sulcus [cIPS]).
Culham et al. (2003) showed a complementary effect:
visually guided grasping produced higher fMRI activa-
tion than reaching movements in the anterior intraparie-
tal sulcus (aIPS), but not in ventral stream brain areas.

To summarize, most of the evidence for the functional
division in humans is either based on very few case
studies or indirect evidence from psychophysical ex-
periments. Although the fMRI studies mentioned above
promote our understanding of the functional dissoci-
ation between the two streams, a carefully tailored fMRI
study, aimed to provide direct evidence for the func-
tional dissociation between the two visual streams in
humans, has not been carried out. We therefore de-
signed an fMRI experiment that could substantiate the
claim for the perception/action division, using various
analysis methodologies (see below). We took advan-
tage of recent evidence from single unit recordings in
monkeys that indicate that some dorsal stream areas
(such as the inferior parietal lobule) are active during
passive observation of object manipulation by others
(Fogassi et al., 2005). Therefore, we studied the pat-
terns of fMRI activation in the human dorsal and ventral
pathways during observation of video clips showing ob-
ject manipulation, using three different analysis methods:

1. Contralateral bias: The bias toward a contralateral
representation of the visual field is a robust charac-
teristic of the visual cortex (Tusa et al., 1979; Mount-
castle et al., 1981; Niemeier et al., 2005). We used
asymmetric video clips in which a fixation point was
located centrally, a hand was seen reaching from the
right side, and manipulating objects positioned on
the left visual field, or vice versa. We reasoned that
areas sensitive to the reaching and grasping aspects
should show mainly contralateral activation with re-
spect to the hand position (i.e., left hemisphere dom-
inance when the hand is seen approaching from the
right side), while areas sensitive to the object identity
are expected to show the opposite trend (i.e., right
hemisphere dominance, since the objects were in
the left visual field).
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2. Task-related activation: Varying the task that the i
csubjects perform while the physical attributes of the

visual stimuli remain constant across conditions may w
oresult in differences in fMRI activation. The func-

tional separation hypothesis predicts that the dorsal c
tareas will show greater activation during an action-

oriented task (in our case, covertly answering how s
gmany fingers are involved in the grasping movement)

than during an object-oriented task (i.e., covertly h
naming the object), while the converse is expected
in the ventral pathway. d

j3. fMRI adaptation (Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001):
Repetitive presentation of the same visual stimuli re- c

jsults in adaptation of the fMRI signal. We tested
whether repeated observation of the same grasping i

oaction (irrespective of the object identity) would lead
to adaptation in the dorsal pathway (but not in the f
ventral areas), while repeated observation of the
same object (irrespective of the grasping character- 1

distics) would result in adaptation in the ventral
stream. f

p
The results from these three methods point toward a j

odissociation between ventral and dorsal stream fMRI
activation during observation of object manipulation. s
These results support the concept of functional disso-
ciation in the visual system and also suggest that some R

oareas in the parietal cortex (such as the aIPS) may be
engaged in action recognition as well as in action t

mplanning.
b
(Results
(
jWe investigated the patterns of cortical activation using
cfunctional magnetic resonance imaging in two block
cdesign experiments. Each experiment contained five vi-
tsual conditions, repeated four times in a counterbal-
(anced manner. The experimental conditions included

video clips of ten object manipulations by a single
hand. The objects were on one side of the screen, and G
the grasping hand was mainly seen on the other side F
of the screen. The objects were stationary in all condi- v
tions. A control condition, composed of a spatially o
scrambled version of one of the object manipulation o
clips, was used for selection of voxels showing dif- a
ferential activation during the observation of object ma- (
nipulation clips. The subjects were instructed to main- S
tain fixation on a red point located in the center of the c
screen throughout the two experiments. r

o
sExperiment I

The aim of this experiment was to differentiate between l
2brain areas that are active during observation of actions

and those involved in object recognition. One method e
hwe used took advantage of the bias toward a contralat-

eral visual field representation which characterizes the t
vvisual system (Tusa et al., 1979; Mountcastle et al.,

1981; Niemeier et al., 2005). We generated video clips a
lof object manipulation in which an object is present in

the left visual field and the (right) hand, approaching a
tfrom the right visual field, is seen grasping the object.

We term this condition “Right hand/Left object.” In the d
aother condition, the subjects were viewing the mirror
mage of those clips (i.e., “Left hand/Right object”). By
ontrasting the fMRI activation in these two conditions,
e reasoned that areas engaged in the processing of
bjects will show a greater activation in the hemisphere
ontralateral to the object’s location, whereas areas
hat are engaged in processing of the hand action (pre-
ent mainly in the opposite visual field) should display
reater activation in the hemisphere contralateral to the
and position.
Another method for dissociating between ventral and

orsal activation was to manipulate the task the sub-
ects performed. The two sets of previously mentioned
lips were actually shown twice: once while the sub-

ects performed an object-oriented task, covertly nam-
ng the objects (“Name”), and once during performance
f an action-oriented task, covertly counting how many

ingers interact with the object (“Count”).
The overall experimental design is shown in Figure

. Eleven subjects were scanned while observing five
ifferent conditions: 1, “Left hand/Right object,” per-

orming the task “Count”; 2, “Right hand/Left object,”
erforming the task “Count”; 3, “Right hand/Left ob-

ect,” performing the task “Name”; 4, “Left hand/Right
bject,” performing the task “Name”; 5, spatially
crambled version of the object manipulation clips.
Data were analyzed at two levels: group analysis and

OI analysis. Using group analysis, we show the effects
f the asymmetry of the visual display (Figure 2) and
ask (Figure 4) in whole-brain statistical parameter
aps. Subject by subject analysis (ROI analysis) was
ased on anatomically defined regions of interest

ROIs) within the object manipulation-related areas
showing significantly greater activation during the ob-
ect manipulation conditions than during the scrambled
ondition) in each one of the subjects. In each ROI, we
ompared the fMRI activation during the various condi-
ions, looking for significant differences between them
Figures 3 and 5).

roup Analysis
igure 2 depicts the effect of the laterality (right hand
ersus left hand, or equivalently, left object versus right
bject). Significant preference for the “Right hand/Left
bject” condition can be seen in right ventral occipital
reas, such as FuG, and in left dorsal occipital areas
cuneus), intraparietal sulcus, and pre-central gyrus.
ignificant preference for the “Left hand/Right object”
lips can be seen in left ventral occipital areas, and in
ight dorsal and lateral occipital areas (cuneus, lateral
ccipital sulcus) and intraparietal sulcus. For details,
ee Table 1. To summarize, in view of the known contra-
ateral preference in the visual system (Niemeier et al.,
005), we suggest that the activation in the dorsal (pari-
tal) areas is determined by the location of the active
and, whereas in the ventral (occipitotemporal) areas,
he activation is dependent on the location of the
iewed objects (note that both the manipulating hand
nd the objects are seen in all conditions). The contra-

ateral preference for the active hand in the dorsal
reas, as opposed to the object preference in the ven-
ral areas, can also be seen in the majority of the indivi-
ual subjects (see Figure S2 in the Supplemental Data
vailable online).
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Figure 1. Experiment I—Experimental Design

Five conditions were interleaved in a block design experiment. 1. A hand seen approaching from the left side and grasping ten different
objects presented on the right side of the screen (termed “Left hand/Right object”). In this condition, the subjects had to count how many
fingers interact with the object (“Count”). 2. Mirror image of the “Left hand/Right object” clips (i.e., “Right hand/Left object” clips). The
subjects performed the same task (“Count”). 3. “Right hand/left object” video clips, while the subjects had to covertly name the objects
(“Name”). 4. “Left hand/right object” clips, the subjects performed the “Name” task. 5. Spatially scrambled version of the object manipulation
clips. The subjects were required to maintain fixation on a central dot throughout the experiment.
of activation was found in this ROI]). Next, we esti-tion clips compared to the activation elicited by the

Figure 2. Preference for Hand Action Viewing versus Object Viewing in the Human Cortex

Statistical parametric maps of 11 subjects, using a random effect GLM analysis. Red to yellow colors depict voxels showing increasingly
significant preference for the “Right hand/Left object” over the “Left hand/Right object” clips, while voxels in blue to green show the opposite
selectivity. Note that the parietal areas such as aIPS and post-central gyrus (PoCG) show preference for the “Right hand/Left object” condi-
tions, in the left hemisphere, while in the right hemisphere the preference is for the “Left hand/Right object” conditions. Given the contralateral
preference in these areas, the activation is determined by the hand’s position on the screen. In the ventral areas, such as FuG, an opposite
preference can be seen, suggesting that the activation in those areas is determined by the location of the object. The posterior purple lines
indicate the approximate border between V1 and V2, while the anterior purple lines indicate the estimated anterior border of the retinotopic
areas (V3A dorsally, and V4V ventrally). This estimation is based on phase analysis, using the rotating wedge technique in one of the subjects
(subject #1). Yellow asterisk denotes the site of the “extrastriate body area,” in the right hemisphere, Talairach coordinates: (50, −70, 4).
ROI Analysis
Next, we investigated whether the preference for the
objects or the manipulating hand found in the ventral
and dorsal areas, respectively, can also be seen in spe-
cific regions of interest on a subject by subject basis.
A crucial point in such ROI analysis is to assure that
the ROI voxels are selected so that no a priori bias is
given for one object manipulation condition over the
others. We therefore identified object manipulation-
related areas in each subject as those showing signifi-
cantly higher activation in the various object manipula-
observation of a scrambled version of those clips (all
object manipulations > scramble, p < 0.01, correction
for cluster size). Within those areas we identified in
each one of the subjects four regions of interest: two
in the vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus (left aIPS [n =
11, averaged cluster size = 2184 ± 286 mm3] and right
aIPS [n = 11, averaged cluster size = 1742 ± 146 mm3])
and two in the ventral bank of the occipitotemporal
cortex (left FuG [n = 11, averaged cluster size = 1343 ±
173 mm3] and right FuG [n = 9, averaged cluster size =
1263 ± 330 mm3; in two subjects, no significant cluster
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Figure 3. Hand Action Viewing versus Object Viewing—Regions of Interest Analysis

(A) Voxels displaying object manipulation-related activation were selected if anatomically located within two regions of interest (aIPS and
FuG, in the two hemispheres) in each of the subjects. Thus, each voxel within these ROIs showed significantly higher activation for the object
manipulation clips compared to the scrambled version of the same clips (p < 0.01, corrected for cluster size). (Central insets) Ventral and
dorsal views of the inflated brain showing the object manipulation-related areas in one of the subjects (subject #2). ROIs are marked in cyan.
(Left and right panels) Averaged hemodynamic response curves and bar histograms of the percent signal change for the two object manipula-
tion clips “Left hand/Right object” (green) and “Right hand/Left object” (orange) in the four ROIs: left aIPS (n = 11), right aIPS (n = 11), left
FuG (n = 11), and right FuG (n = 9). The gray background denotes the time of the condition. Error bars denote SEM. Significant contralateral
preference for the location of the hand can be seen in the aIPS, bilaterally. Significant contralateral preference for the object’s position on the
screen can be seen in the FuG, bilaterally. Asterisks denote significance (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).
(B) Single-subject fMRI activation in the object manipulation-related areas in aIPS and FuG. The bars depict the activation in each one of the
subjects for the four object manipulation conditions: Right hand/Left object under the task Name (“RhLo_Name”), Left hand/Right object
under the task Name (“LhRo_Name”), Right hand/Left object under the task Count (“RhLo_Count”), Left hand/Right object under the task
Count (“LhRo_Count”). The rightmost columns in each ROI depict the group average activation in the ROI. Error bars denote SEM.
mated the average percent signal change for each con- j
tdition in the different ROIs. Figure 3A depicts the average

percent signal change of the two “Right hand/Left ob-
ect” conditions (averaged across the two tasks) and
he two “Left hand/Right object” conditions.

The results are consistent with the results of the
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Table 1. Brain Regions Showing Significantly Greater Activation during “Right Hand/Left Object” Clips than during “Left Hand/Right Object”
Clips or Vice Versa

Talairach Coordinates Cluster AnalysisCluster Size
Area Name X Y Z (mm3) Averaged T Value p Value BA

RH, fusiform gyrus 26 −56 −10 5447 3.009 (Rh/Lo) 0.02 19
RH, dorsal occipital 14 −79 34 852 2.88 (Rh/Lo) 0.022 19
LH, fusiform gyrus −22 −58 −7 3655 2.81 (Lh/Ro) 0.024 19
LH, dorsal occipital −11 −79 38 790 2.74 (Rh/Lo) 0.026 19
RH, cuneus 3 −75 24 646 3.02 (Lh/Ro) 0.018 18
RH, cuneus 5 −75 8 811 2.656 (Lh/Ro) 0.029 18
LH, superior temporal gyrus −38 −52 31 381 2.94 (Lh/Ro) 0.021 39
RH, lateral occipital sulcus 43 −64 6 698 3 (Lh/Ro) 0.02 37
RH, superior parietal lobule 24 −50 63 705 2.97 (Lh/Ro) 0.022 7
RH, IPS 20 −69 53 976 2.81 (Rh/Lo) 0.023 7
RH, anterior IPS 32 −37 55 1849 2.8 (Lh/Ro) 0.025 40
LH, anterior IPS −36 −42 54 2459 2.86 (Rh/Lo) 0.023 40
LH, middle frontal gyrus −27 −10 58 2075 3.12 (Lh/Ro) 0.019 6

p < 0.05 (corrected). “Rh/Lo”: preference for the “Right hand/Left object” clips. “Lh/Ro”: preference for the “Left hand/Right object” clips.
Talairach coordinates denote the cluster’s center of mass. T values and p values denote averages across the cluster’s voxels.
group analysis. In the left aIPS, the activation is signifi-
cantly higher for the condition “Right hand/Left object”
than its mirror image (left aIPS, t = 8.2, p < 0.001), while
in the right aIPS, the activation is significantly greater
for the condition “Left hand/Right object” (right aIPS,
t = 4.82, p < 0.001). The complementary picture was
found in the FuG: significant preference for the “Left
hand/Right object” condition can be seen in the left
hemisphere (t = 2.36, p < 0.04), while in the right FuG,
the preference is for the “Right hand/Left object” condi-
tion (t = 3.95, p < 0.003). These results show that, while
both ventral and dorsal regions are activated during ob-
servation of object manipulation clips, the dorsal region
of choice (aIPS) shows a contralateral preference for
the hand action, whereas in the ventral ROI (FuG), the
contralateral activation is determined by the object’s
location. To illustrate the degree of consistency of this
result between subjects, we also show the level of acti-
vation in each of the subjects during the four condi-
tions. The contralateral preference shown in the aver-
ages across the two tasks (Figure 3A) is also evident in
the single subjects’ activation profile, irrespective of the
task performed (Figure 3B).

Another technique that we used to show dissociation
between ventral and dorsal activations was through
manipulation of the task. Our prediction was that, in the
dorsal areas, an action-oriented task will induce higher
activation than the object-oriented task, while an ob-
ject-oriented task will induce higher activation in the
ventral areas.

Figure 4 shows the results of group analysis. Signifi-
cant preference for the action-oriented task (“Right
hand/Left object” under the task “Count” + “Left hand/
Right object” under the task “Count” > “Right hand/
Left object” under the task “Name” + “Left hand/Right
object” under the task “Name”) can be seen in the vi-
cinity of the intraparietal sulcus, such as aIPS and post-
central gyrus, bilaterally. Significant preference for the
object-oriented task (the reverse contrast) can be seen
in ventral occipital areas, such as FuG. For details, see
Table 2.

We also measured the task-related changes in the
fMRI signal in the ventral and dorsal ROIs (aIPS and
FuG). The graphs in Figure 5 depict the average percent
signal change (averaged across the two mirror condi-
tions) during performance of each task. Consistent with
the group analysis, preference for an object-oriented
task (over the action-oriented one) can be seen in the
ventral ROIs (right FuG, t = 2.45, p < 0.02; left FuG, t =
2.83, p < 0.02), while the reverse picture (preference for
the action-oriented task) can be seen in the dorsal ROIs
(right aIPS, t = 1.84, p < 0.1; left aIPS, t = 2.57, p <
0.03). Thus, in spite of the fact that the video clips were
exactly the same, we found dissociation between the
dorsal and ventral activations, which were solely gov-
erned by the attentional requirements.

Experiment II
After showing dissociation between the dorsal and ven-
tral activation during action observation, using the con-
tralateral bias and task-related activation, we wanted
to validate and further explore the separation between
the representation of hand action and objects using the
fMRI adaptation paradigm. In experiment I, we found
evidence that the dorsal areas may be involved in the
representation of the hand action. However, we cannot
say which element of the hand action is represented in
those areas—is it the hand, the interaction between the
hand and the object, or motion per se? In the current
experiment we investigated whether the representation
in these areas is sensitive to properties of the grasping
movements made upon the objects. If this is the case,
repeated observation of the same grasping action (irre-
spective of the object identity) would lead to adaptation
in the dorsal pathway (but not in the ventral areas),
while repetition of the same object (irrespective of the
grasping characteristics) would result in adaptation in
the ventral stream. To investigate the importance of the
observed interaction between the hand and the object,
we added another condition, showing clips of pointing
movement, in which similar hand motion was seen but
there was no physical contact between the hand and
the object.

The overall experimental design is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Task-Dependent Modulation: Object-Oriented Task versus Action-Oriented Task

Statistical parametric maps of 11 subjects, using random effect GLM analysis, contrasting the fMRI activation elicited by the two different
tasks (while viewing identical visual stimuli). Voxels showing significant preference for the action-oriented conditions (“Right hand/Left object”
and “Left hand/Right object”, under the task “How many fingers?”) compared to the object-oriented conditions (“Right hand/Left object” and
“Left hand/Right object”, under the task “Name”) are shown in red to yellow. Voxels showing the opposite preference are shown in blue to
green. There is a marked preference for the action-oriented task in the vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus, bilaterally, and for the object-
oriented task in ventral occipital areas, bilaterally.
Figure 7 depicts the results of a group analysis using The asymmetry in the adaptation found in the two

Table 2. Brain Regions Showing Significantly Greater Activation during “Count” Task than during the “Name” Task or Vice Versa

Talairach Coordinates Cluster AnalysisCluster Size
Area Name X Y Z (mm3) Averaged T Value p Value BA

RH, fusiform gyrus 32 −64 −9 492 2.69 (Name) 0.028 19
RH, lingual gyrus 3 −79 3 847 2.69 (Name) 0.026 1
RH, fusiform gyrus 28 −50 −10 774 2.75 (Name) 0.025 37
LH, lingual gyrus −29 −75 −5 523 2.73 (Name) 0.026 1
LH, fusiform gyrus −33 −55 −9 1263 2.62 (Name) 0.029 37
RH, middle temporal gyrus 45 −58 10 453 2.74 (Count) 0.027 39
RH, superior parietal lobule 13 −67 55 946 2.66 (Count) 0.03 7
LH, superior parietal lobule −33 −56 56 595 2.82 (Count) 0.024 7
RH, anterior IPS 35 −48 56 871 2.84 (Count) 0.023 40
LH, anterior IPS −37 −44 50 605 2.62 (Count) 0.09 40
LH, post-central gyrus −56 −24 34 501 3.11 (Count) 0.02 2

p < 0.05 (corrected). “Name”: preference for the object-oriented task (name the object). “Count”: preference for the action-oriented task (how
many fingers interact with the object?). Talairach coordinates denote the cluster’s center of mass. T values and p values denote averages
across the cluster’s voxels.
The same eleven subjects were scanned while observ- G
ving five conditions. In all conditions, the object was lo-

cated on the left side of the screen, and the hand was i
bmainly on the right side of the screen. The conditions

were as follows: 1, ten similar grasping movements of g
Sthe same object (termed “Same object/Same grasp”;

SoSg); 2, ten different grasping movements of the same t
cobject (“Same object/Different grasp”; SoDg); 3, same

grasping movement of ten different objects (“Different o
bobject/Same grasp”; DoSg); 4, ten different grasping

movements of ten different objects (“Different object/ b
bDifferent grasp”; DoDg); 5, ten identical pointing move-

ments toward the same object (“Point”). Analysis of the t
(first four conditions allowed us to measure the effect of

two adaptation factors: object-based adaptation and o
cgrasp viewing-based adaptation.
LM analysis for two separate contrasts: same objects
ersus different objects (irrespective of grasping sim-

larity; DoDg + DoSg > SoSg + SoDg), indicating object-
ased adaptation; and same grasp versus different
rasp (irrespective of object similarity; DoDg + SoDg >
oSg + DoSg), indicating grasp viewing-based adapta-

ion. Voxels depicted in blue are ones showing signifi-
ant object-based adaptation, whereas pink voxels are
nes showing grasp-based adaptation. Voxels showing
oth effects are displayed in cyan. Robust object-
ased adaptation can be seen in the occipital lobe,
oth in dorsal and ventral areas, and in the vicinity of
he intraparietal sulcus of the left hemisphere. Grasp
viewing)-based adaptation can be seen in the vicinity
f the intraparietal sulcus, bilaterally, in the left post-
entral gyrus, and in the pre-central gyrus.
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Figure 5. Object-Oriented Task versus Action-Oriented Task—
Regions of Interest Analysis

ROI analysis of the fMRI activation elicited by the two different
tasks (in aIPS and FuG, combined across the two hemispheres).
(Left panel) Ventral and dorsal views of inflated cortical maps show-
ing the object manipulation-related areas in one of the subjects
(subject #2). ROIs are marked in cyan. (Right panel) fMRI activation
change in the two tasks (n = 11): action-oriented task (“How many
fingers?”, shown in orange) and object-oriented task (“Name,”
shown in cyan). Error bars denote SEM. Significant preference for
action-oriented task can be seen in the aIPS, and for the object-
oriented task in the FuG. Asterisks denote significance (*p < 0.05).
(object adaptation in the ventral regions and grasp-is probably due to the asymmetric nature of the video

Figure 6. Experiment II—Experimental Design

Five conditions were interleaved in a block design experiment: 1. A hand seen approaching from the right, repeating the same grasping
movement on the same object ten times (termed Same object/Same grasp; SoSg). 2. The hand is seen making ten different grasping move-
ments on the same object (Same object/Different grasp; SoDg). 3. The hand is seen making the same grasping movement on ten different
objects (Different object/Same grasp; DoSg). 4. The hand is seen making ten different grasping movements on ten different objects (Different
object/Different grasp; DoDg). 5. The hand is seen making ten repetitive pointing movements toward the same object. The subjects were
required to maintain fixation throughout the experiment.
hemispheres, manifest in a much broader object-based
adaptation in the occipital lobe of the right hemisphere,
clips, which always showed the right hand reaching
and grasping objects placed on the left side of the fixa-
tion point. Thus, due to the typical contralateral nature
of activation in the occipital cortex, object-based adap-
tation was broader in the right hemisphere.

ROI Analysis
In the group analysis, we found evidence for object-
based adaptation in the occipital and temporal lobes
and for grasp-based adaptation in the parietal lobe. To
further explore this distinction, we assessed, on a sub-
ject by subject basis, the magnitude of two factors (i.e.,
object identity and grasp characteristics) in selected
object- and grasp-related areas. Object-related areas
were identified as those showing significantly greater
activation during viewing of different objects (that were
similarly grasped; i.e., DoSg) than during viewing of the
same objects (grasped in the same way; i.e., SoSg),
thus exhibiting object-based adaptation (p < 0.05, cor-
rected). Analogously, grasp-related areas were iden-
tified as those showing significant adaptation (p < 0.05,
corrected) governed by the grasp identity (i.e., signifi-
cantly greater activation during different grasping of
the same object [SoDg] than during the same grasping
of the same object [SoSg]).

Selection of the ROI voxels was based on both ana-
tomical and functional criteria: object-related voxels
were chosen individually in each subject if they were
within the FuG and showed object-based adaptation.
Analogously, grasp-related voxels were chosen if they
were within the aIPS and showed grasp-based adapta-
tion. Figure 8 shows the average activation pattern of
the object- and grasp-related voxels within the FuG and
aIPS, respectively. If the two factors—object and grasp
identity—are analyzed separately in the two visual
pathways, we would expect to find minimal or no
grasp-based adaptation in the object-related areas,
and analogously, limited object-based adaptation in the
grasp-related areas. Since the ROIs were selected ac-
cording to their adaptation properties in one domain
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Figure 7. Object- and Grasp-Based Adaptation Effects

Statistical parametric maps of 11 subjects, using random effect GLM analysis. The maps depict two separate effects: object-based adaptation
(blue voxels), indicating the voxels that were significantly more active during observation of different objects (i.e., conditions DoDg, DoSg)
than during observation the same object (SoSg, SoDg). Grasp-based adaptation (pink voxels), indicating the voxels that showed significantly
higher activation during observation of different grasp movements (DoDg, SoDg) than during observation of the same grasp movement (SoSg,
DoSg). Cyan signifies the voxels that show the two effects. Object-based adaptation can be seen in the occipital lobe, both in dorsal and
ventral areas, and in the intraparietal sulcus of the left hemisphere. Grasp-based adaptation can be seen in parietal areas, especially in the
left intraparietal sulcus, and post-central gyrus, bilaterally, and in the frontal lobe, in the pre-central gyrus.
viewing adaptation in the dorsal ones), the focus of this t
aanalysis is naturally on the magnitude of the adaptation

due to the other factor in each ROI (i.e., object-based η
ηadaptation in the aIPS and grasp-based adaptation in

the FuG). In the ventral ROIs, we did not find significant l
Fgrasp-based adaptation in the left FuG (t = 0.35, p <

0.8), while marginally significant grasp-based adapta- p
ation was found in the right FuG (t = 2.183, p < 0.06). In

the dorsal ROIs, no significant adaptation was found in r
gthe right aIPS (t = 1.4, p < 0.21), but some object-based

adaptation was found in the left aIPS (t = 2.27, p < 0.05).
dTo summarize, both group and the single-subject

analyses indicate that the patterns of adaptation in FuG s
care foremost according to the object identity, while in

aIPS, the adaptation is primarily governed by the a
tgrasping similarity. In left aIPS, however, the adaptation

due to both grasping similarity and object identity a
ireached significant levels, but the former was more

prominent. c
cFinally, we wished to verify that this pattern of adap-

tation characterizes the specific object manipulation- b
related areas (aIPS and FuG) as defined in experiment
I. These ROIs were defined as having greater activation i

wduring object manipulation viewing compared to visual
control. This allows examining the degree of congru- t

tence of the results across experiments, as these ROIs
showed a contralateral preference for the representa- r

stion of hand actions in the aIPS and objects in FuG, as
well as modulation of the activation according to the d

gnature of the preferred task in the two areas. The signifi-
cance of the two adaptation factors (grasp based, ob- t

iject based) was assessed in these ROIs using a re-
peated-measures analysis of variance (see also the r

rfMRI activation results of each individual in Figure S1).
In congruence with the previous analyses, we found o
hat the grasping factor proved to be significant in right
IPS (F1,10 = 18.865, p < 0.001, partial eta squared,
p

2 = 0.654) and left aIPS (F1,10 = 25.496, p < 0.001,
p

2 = 0.718), while the object factor was significant in
eft FuG (F1,10 = 33.343 p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.769), right
uG (F1,8 = 30.123, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.790). As in the
revious ROI analysis, however, object identity was
lso a significant factor affecting the magnitude of the
esponse in the left aIPS, but to a lesser extent than the
rasping type (F1,10 = 7.457, p < 0.03, ηp

2 = 0.427).
These converging results indicate that the areas that

emonstrate a clear contralateral preference for repre-
entation of objects and hand actions also manifest
ongruent patterns of adaptation. Specifically, in the
IPS, where there is clear preference for the represen-
ation of the contralateral hand, there is also significant
daptation, governed by the degree of grasping sim-

larity. Similarly, the ventral visual areas, which showed
lear preference for representation of objects in the
ontralateral visual field, showed significant object-
ased adaptation.
Is the hand-object interaction the critical factor, driv-

ng the activation in the dorsal areas? To test this issue,
e compared the activation during the “Point” condi-

ion and the “Same object/Same grasp” (SoSg) condi-
ion in the anatomically defined object- and grasp-
elated areas (see Figure 8). In both conditions, the
ubject watched the same footage repeatedly, the only
ifference was that in the SoSg condition the hand
rasped the object, whereas in the “Point” condition
he hand was seen approaching the object while mak-
ng a pointing movement, but did not touch it. We
easoned that if the dorsal areas are engaged in the
epresentation of the grasping movements, i.e., in hand-
bject interaction, we would expect to find differences
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Figure 8. Object and Grasp Identity Adaptation Effects—Regions of Interest Analysis

ROI analysis of the fMRI activation elicited by the various adaptation conditions (SoSg, Same object/Same grasp; SoDg, Same object/
Different grasp; DoSg, Different object/Same grasp; DoDg, Different object/Different grasp) as well the “Point” condition. Selection of the ROI
voxels was based on both anatomical and functional criteria: object-related voxels were chosen individually in each subject if they were
within the FuG and showed object-related adaptation (i.e., significantly higher activation for the condition “Different object/Same grasp” than
for the condition “Same object/Same grasp” using single-subject GLM analysis, p < 0.05, corrected). Analogously, grasp-related voxels were
chosen if they were within the aIPS and showed grasp-related adaptation (significantly higher activation for the “Same object/Different grasp”
condition than for the “Same object/Same grasp” condition in each subject, p < 0.05, corrected). An example of the ROIs from one subject
(subject #9) is shown in the insets. These include a ventral view of the inflated brain, showing the object-related areas in the FuG (encircled
by cyan lines) and a dorsal view depicting the grasp-related areas in the aIPS. (Left and right panels) Bar histograms of the average percent
signal change and hemodynamic response curves for the five conditions in the four ROIs: left aIPS (n = 10), right aIPS (n = 8), left FuG (n =
9), and right FuG (n = 10). Error bars denote SEM. Gray background denotes the time (onset to offset) of the condition.
between the two conditions (as such interaction exists
in the SoSg condition, but not in the Point condition). In
addition, our results in experiment I indicate that ventral
areas are engaged in the representation of the objects,
but they are not affected by the hand-object interac-
tion. Thus, in the ventral ROI, the SoSg and Point condi-
tions should generate similar activation (since in both
conditions the subject repeatedly saw the same object).

Indeed, significant preference for the SoSg condition
(compared to the Point condition) was found only in the
grasp-related ROIs in the aIPS (t = 2.63, p < 0.05 in the
right aIPS and t = 4.78, p < 0.001 in left aIPS).

Up to this point, we focused our attention on the aIPS
and FuG, stressing the fact that the patterns of selec-
tive activation were remarkably consistent across ex-
periments (i.e., contralateral representation preference,
task-related activation, and adaptation). However, each
one of the paradigms elicited activation in other visual
areas, such as lateral occipital sulcus and dorsal occip-
ital and parietal areas (see Figures 2, 4, and 7 and Ta-
bles 1 and 2), in which the picture seemed more com-
plex. To gain further understanding of the specific
characteristics of these intermediate areas, we chose
the voxels showing a contralateral preference in experi-
ment I (in either direction, see Figure 2) as Talairach-
based ROIs and assessed their fMRI activation in the
two other paradigms. Table 3 summarizes the compari-
son between the exemplary ROIs (aIPS and FuG) and
the intermediate ROIs (right and left dorsal occipital
areas and right lateral occipital sulcus) across the three
paradigms. In fact, in the dorsal occipital ROIs and the
right lateral occipital sulcus ROI, we found mixed ef-
fects; those ROIs show significant preference for the
representation of the contralateral hand as well as in-
dications for object-based adaptation. This result is not
entirely unexpected, since the information about the
acting hand as well as the object manipulated (ana-
lyzed in the ventral stream) has to be conveyed to the
dorsal pathway to allow preparation of the appropriate
motor program.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to find clear evidence for
dissociation between the putative involvement of dor-
sal and ventral visual areas, in action and object re-
cognition, respectively. This was done by using three
different fMRI-based display and analysis techniques:
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Table 3. Summary of the Preference Properties of Cortical Areas across Experiments

Object Adaptation Grasp Adaptation
ROI (Talairach Coordinates) Task (p Value) (p Value) Dominant Feature

Right fusiform gyrus (26, −56, −10) Name 0.0001 N.S. Rh/Lo
Left fusiform gyrus (−22, −58, −7) Name 0.024 N.S. Lh/Ro
Right dorsal occipital (14, −79, 34) Count N.S. N.S. Lh/Ro
Left dorsal occipital (−11, −79, 38) Name Marginal N.S. Rh/Lo
Right lateral occipital sulcus (“EBA”) (43, −64, 6) Count* Marginal N.S. Lh/Ro
Right anterior IPS (32, −37, 55) Count N.S. 0.009 Lh/Ro
Left anterior IPS (−36, −42, 54) Count N.S. 0.009 Rh/Lo
Left pre-central sulcus (−27, −10, 58) Count N.S. Marginal Rh/Lo

This table summarizes the preference in the fMRI activation in the different experimental paradigms for ROIs that showed significant
contralateral bias in experiment 1 (the list of areas is in the first column, see also Figure 2).
Task effect: task preference in each ROI. “Name”: preference for the naming task (“name the object”). “Count”: preference for the counting
task (“count how many fingers interact with the object”). Significant task-dependent effects are denoted by an asterisk (p < 0.05).
Object and grasp adaptation effects: given in terms of the p values of a repeated-measures ANOVA for the object and grasp identity effects.
N.S = p > 0.1. Marginal = 0.05 < p < 0.1.
Dominant feature: the preferred clip in each ROI: “Rh/Lo”: preference for “Right hand/Left object” clips. “Lh/Ro”: preference for “Left hand/
Right object” clips. Bold letters denote the preferred contralateral feature (hand or object).
contralateral representation, task-related activation, and c
tfMRI adaptation. The converging evidence from all of
Fthese methods suggests the existence of at least two
tdistinct brain areas that are engaged in processing dif-
jferent aspects of observed object manipulation—ven-
btral areas, such as the FuG, that are likely to play a role
Lin the processing of object identity, and dorsal areas,
Asuch as the vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus, and spe-
tcifically aIPS, which is active during observation of ob-
hject grasping movements. Before making this conclu-
bsion, we address the issue of possible confounding
wfactors that potentially could have led us to the wrong
econclusions.
o
o

Possible Confounding Factors s
Cerebellar Activation m
One issue that is of concern in the two experiments is n
that the group results activation in the ventral loci (for v
example in FuG) is possibly due to a cerebellar source a
of activation. Specifically, one may wonder (given the t
degree of variation in the exact location of the FuG t
across subjects), whether the ventral occipital activa- V
tion (contralateral to the object’s position) seen in the s
multisubject map (Figure 2; experiment I) may have re- s
sulted from a partial volume of activation originating in g
the cerebellum. The cerebellum is typically active dur- l
ing ipsilateral motor actions and somatosensory stimu- b
lation (Nitschke et al., 1996; Leicht and Schmidt, 1977). d
Thus, if there is also an ipsilateral representation of ob- s
served actions in the cerebellum, the resulting cerebel- S
lar activation would be contralateral to the object’s lo- I
cation in our design. However, we think this explanation e
is unlikely for a number of reasons. First, the ipsilateral f
activation in the cerebellum is typically seen during mo- o
tor and tactile tasks, while in our experiments the acti- m
vation was a result of the visual input (since there was T
no somatosensory stimulation or motor output). Sec- s
ond, and more important, the group results (in experi- d
ment I) were verified in the subject by subject (ROI) s
analysis (Figure 3B). In this analysis, voxels were as- t
signed to the ventral ROI only if they were within the t

ccerebral cortex (which could be established unequivo-
ally) and if the most significant voxel within each clus-
er was also located in the cerebral cortex (see also
igure S2), showing that in each of the single subjects,
he voxels displaying contralateral preference for ob-
ects in the ventral regions were located in the cere-
ral cortex.
ow-Level Visual Effects
nother worry is that the contralateral activation in ven-

ral occipital areas (with respect to the object’s visual
emifield) is a result of differences in low-level elements
etween the two hemifields that have nothing to do
ith object recognition (such as local contrast differ-
nces). Thus, ten different objects (with variable levels
f luminance) were seen in the hemifield in which the
bjects were shown, whereas in the other hemifield the
ubjects observed the same hand making reaching
ovements toward the center of the screen. This expla-

ation cannot be completely ruled out and may be rele-
ant for the contralateral activation in the early visual
reas of the occipital cortex (see Figure 2). However,
he contralateral activation seen in the ventral areas ex-
ends beyond the border of the retinotopic areas (area
4 ventral, see Figure 2). Additionally, in the ROI analy-
is, we show that the contralateral preference can be
een in high-level visual areas—i.e., areas that show
reater activation during observation of object manipu-

ation clips than during observation of spatially scram-
led versions of those clips—despite the fact that the
ifference in local contrast is greater in the spatially
crambled clips.
ensitivity to Visual Motion

t may be argued that the reported dorsal activation in
xperiment I, which we associated with a preference
or the representation of hand action, may be due to the
bserved hand motion or even simply the prevalence of
otion per se in the contralateral side of the screen.
his is unlikely to explain the whole picture, however,
ince hand motion cannot account for the grasping-
ependent adaptation in aIPS, seen in experiment II, as
imilar hand movements were observed in all condi-
ions, on the same side of the screen. Furthermore, in
he Point condition of experiment II, subjects viewed
lips of hand trajectories similar to the ones in the
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grasping conditions, which generated little fMRI activa-
tion in the dorsal ROIs. Thus, the contralateral prefer-
ence for the viewed hand action, seen in the dorsal
areas (such as aIPS) in experiment I, probably repre-
sents preference for high-level visual components of
the scene, such as the grasping movement (i.e., hand-
object interaction) rather than visual motion per se.
The Hand as an Object
In experiment I, using the contralateral representation,
we showed dissociation between the representation of
the hand action (in the dorsal areas) and the objects (in
the ventral ones). However, it may be claimed that the
hand itself is an object. Why then do we observe a clear
contralateral preference for the inanimate objects (as
opposed to the hand) in the ventral occipitotemporal
areas? One possible explanation is that viewing human
body parts and inanimate objects generates distinct
and spatially separate activation in the ventral occipital
cortex. Indeed, recently Downing et al. (2001) have
shown that a cortical region in the right lateral occipito-
temporal cortex (termed “extrastriate body area” [EBA])
shows a greater response to images of body parts than
to inanimate objects. This may also be observed in our
results (see Figure 2). We found a preference for the
“Left hand/Right object” over its mirror image, in the
right lateral occipital sulcus (presumably because of
selectivity to the presence of the contralateral hand
rather than the ipsilateral nonanimate objects). This lo-
cus overlaps with the Talairach coordinates of EBA (see
Figure 2). Note that this hand preference is opposite to
the general object preference that is characteristic of
the ventral occipitotemporal areas.
Numerical Judgment in the Parietal Cortex
In experiment 1, we found modulation of the fMRI acti-
vation in the aIPS and the FuG which was elicited by
manipulation of the task. Specifically, when the sub-
jects were asked to attend to the grasping movement
(by counting how many fingers interact with the object)
the activation in the aIPS was higher compared to the
activation during performance of the object-oriented
task (“Naming”). However, there is evidence to suggest
that the IPS is involved in counting and numerosity
judgments (Piazza et al., 2004). Hence, it is possible
that the activation associated with the counting task
(the action-oriented task) was related to counting rather
than the attention to the grasping movement. Neverthe-
less, we find selective fMRI activation in the aIPS (i.e.,
preference for the contralateral hand) during the nam-
ing task as well as during the counting task. Similarly,
the contralateral object preference in the FuG can be
seen during both object naming and the counting task
(see Figure 3B, showing the fMRI activation for the two
sets of visual clips, under the two different tasks).
These results indicate that the primary factor determin-
ing the pattern of activation is the nature of the visual
input. Task-dependent modulation is clearly secondary
in its importance, although it does have a significant
effect (see also Figures 3–5). Moreover, while Piazza et
al. emphasize the putative role of IPS in numerical judg-
ments, the foci of activation during performance of
such tasks is typically in the horizontal IPS (Talairach
coordinates: X = −36, Y = −60, Z = 52 in the left hemi-
sphere and 28, −56, 52 in the right hemisphere). Our
foci of parietal activation (i.e., center of mass), showing
significant preference for the “count” task over the
naming task, were located in the anterior part of the
IPS (−37, −44, 50 in the left hemisphere, and 35, −48,
56 in the right). We therefore suggest that the activation
in the counting task was more likely to be due to fo-
cused attention on the interaction between the grasp-
ing hand and the grasped object, rather than counting
per se.

Internal Representation of Observed
Actions in aIPS
We show in this study that dorsal stream areas are
active during observation of actions on objects, in the
absence of movement, or preparation for movement by
the subjects.

The “direct matching hypothesis” (Rizzolatti et al.,
2001) maintains that one recognizes action performed
by others by generating an internal representation of
the observed action, as if one was executing the ob-
served action. This hypothesis is supported by the dis-
covery of “mirror neurons” in area F5 in the monkey’s
frontal lobe and in the inferior parietal lobule (Rizzolatti
et al., 1996; Fogassi et al., 2005). These neurons are
active during the execution of goal-directed actions,
such as grasping, and critically, they are also active
during observation of another monkey, or the experi-
menter, doing the same or similar actions.

Converging data from neuropsychological, behav-
ioral, and imaging studies propose the existence of a
mirror system in humans too. Aziz-Zadeh et al. (2002)
showed that motor-evoked potentials are higher when
applying transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the
motor cortex during action observation than in the ab-
sence of such viewing. Using fMRI, Buccino et al. (2004)
have shown that the inferior parietal lobule and the infe-
rior frontal gyrus are active during mere observation of
an external action (guitar playing). Motor-related activa-
tion in those areas has been documented in imaging
studies as well as in single-unit recording in monkeys
(Culham et al., 2003; Shikata et al., 2003). Culham et al.
have shown that the aIPS is more active during execu-
tion of grasping than during execution of reaching
movements. Our results are congruent with the direct
matching hypothesis; we show robust activation in the
aIPS during observation of object manipulation clips.
Specifically, observation of object grasping (as op-
posed to mere pointing) led to activation in the aIPS,
bilaterally, similar to that evoked by execution of grasp-
ing movement previously reported (Culham et al., 2003).
This supports the claim that aIPS may be engaged in
the internal representation of observed actions.

The Nature of the Internal Representation in aIPS
In experiment I, we have shown contralateral prefer-
ence in the aIPS with respect to the location of the
hand. But was this activation due to the fact that sub-
jects viewed the right hand or was it because the (right)
hand was mainly on the right side of the screen (or vi-
sual field). Similarly, in the mirror condition, the left
hand, manipulating the objects, was located mainly on
the left side of the screen. Hence, the contralateral pref-
erence in the aIPS could be a result of two different
frames of external action representation:
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1. Contralateral visual field representation: Activation is l
(due to contralateral preference for the hand action

in terms of its retinotopic location (for example, acti- f
tvation in the right hemisphere when the hand is seen

on the left side of the screen). Such a representation E
jin the parietal cortex is supported by various neuro-

physiological studies in monkeys (Mountcastle et 8
dal., 1981).

2. Internal motor representation: The “direct matching s
Khypothesis” claims that when we observe action

made by others, an internal motor representation of t
this action is built automatically in our motor system.
Taking this hypothesis one step further, it could be C
possible that observation of right hand actions will I
induce higher activation in the left hemisphere, and f
observation of left hand actions will induce higher a
activation in the right motor system of the observer, t
irrespective the location of the observed actions in r
the visual field. w

s
Support for the latter hypothesis can be seen in the i

fact that in experiment I, although most of the hand t
action was seen in one side of the screen, the interac- t
tion between the hand and the object usually took t
place at the opposite side of the screen (in the object r
side of the screen). Thus, it seems that the more rele- m
vant parameter governing the activation in aIPS may be

Ethe hand identity rather then its position in the visual
field. However, further research is needed in order to

Midentify the frame of external action representation in
E

the aIPS. v
p
CSegregation and Integration of Visual Information
cUntil this point, we stressed the results supporting the

hypothesis of a functional dissociation between the
M

ventral and dorsal streams during object and action re- T
cognition. However, this is clearly a simplified view. The 1
acting hand has to be identified in the ventral stream t

nbefore its actions could be matched to an internal mo-
otor program in the parietal lobe. Therefore, a complete
mdistinction between action and object recognition is
2

probably artificial. In fact, indications for convergence t
of information regarding both object identity and the i
nature of the action can be seen in our study in the left (

eaIPS. In this ROI, we found contralateral representation
for the location of the hand in experiment I and grasp-

Ebased adaptation in experiment II. Nevertheless, this
F

ROI displayed object-based adaptation as well. This re- o
sult is consistent with single-cell recordings in the mon- p
key’s AIP showing neural discharge for the mere obser- t

Svation of graspable objects (Murata et al., 1997). It
seems therefore that the representation of hand action

Vin the aIPS is not completely distinct from the represen-
Etation of the goal of the action—i.e., the object. Further-
A

more, recent single-cell recordings in the monkey’s in- 1
ferior parietal lobule (IPL) suggest that, besides the o

frepresentation of hand actions and the manipulated
sobjects, some neurons in IPL may even be involved in
fthe coding of the inferred intention of the observed ex-
sperimenter (Fogassi et al., 2005).
t

Another approach to investigate the confluence of E
the two processes is through analysis of the activation “

oin intermediate regions along the pathways, such as the
ateral occipital sulcus and the dorsal occipital regions
i.e., dorsal BA 19). For example, in experiment I, we
ound contralateral representation of the hand action in
he lateral occipital sulcus and in dorsal occipital loci.
ven so, in experiment II, we found indications for ob-

ect-based adaptation in the same ROIs (Figures 7 and
; Figure S1). This convergence of effects may underlie
orsal-ventral integration processes, such as those
een in the superior temporal cortex (for review, see
arnath, 2001); however, this speculation should be fur-

her explored.

onclusions
n this study, we show direct evidence from three dif-
erent methodologies for an overall functional dissoci-
tion between the representation of viewed hand ac-
ions and objects in dorsal and ventral visual areas,
espectively. The results suggest that, in addition to the
ell established involvement of the dorsal system (and
pecifically the aIPS) in action planning and execution;
t is involved in action recognition. The congruency be-
ween motor and visual properties in the same loci of
he parietal cortex support the visuomotor characteris-
ics attributed to those areas and suggests that the pa-
ietal cortex plays a role in visual recognition of actions
ade by others.

xperimental Procedures

RI Subjects
leven volunteers without histories of neurological, psychiatric, or
isual deficits (6 women and 5 men, aged 25–45) participated in the
resent experiments. The Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center Ethics
ommittee approved the experimental procedure. Written informed
onsent was obtained from each subject.

RI Acquisition
he BOLD fMRI measurements were performed in a whole-body
.5-T, Signa Horizon, LX8.25 General Electric scanner. The func-
ional MRI protocols were based on a multislice gradient echo-pla-
ar imaging and a standard head coil. The functional data were
btained under the optimal timing parameters: TR = 3 s, TE = 55
s, flip angle = 90°, imaging matrix = 80 × 80, FOV = 24 cm. The

7 slices with slice thickness 4 mm (with no gap) were oriented in
he axial position. The scan covered the whole brain. The fMRI
mages were superimposed on T1-weighted 3D SPGR images
voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3) that were recorded after the second
xperimental run.

xperimental Setup
ootages were taken using a digital camera (Sony trv60e), edited
n a PC (using the program “Windows Movie Maker”) and back-
rojected via an LCD projector (Epson MP 7200, Japan) onto a

angent screen located inside the scanner in front of the subject.
ubjects viewed the screen through a tilted mirror.

isual Stimuli
xperiment I
set of 16 object manipulation clips and a visual control clip, each

2 s long, were shown in this experiment. The “Right hand/Left
bject” clips were composed of ten 900–1500 ms black and white

ootages of a right hand approaching from the right side of the
creen, grasping and releasing an object (total time = 12 s). The
ootages were taken using a set of 15 manmade graspable objects,
uch as different jars, cups, scissors, etc. Six to ten footages were
aken with each object, showing different grasping movements.
ach clip was composed of ten footages of different objects. The
Left hand/Right object” clips were generated by a “flip horizontal”
peration on the “Right hand/Left object” footages. In all of the
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clips, the objects did not move throughout the grasping move-
ments. The same two sets of clips were shown twice: once while
the subjects performed an object-oriented task, covertly naming
the objects (“Name”), and once during performance of an action
oriented task, covertly counting how many fingers interact with the
object (“Count”).

In the control “scramble” condition, a 12 s object manipulation
clip was decomposed to frames (24 frames a second), every frame
was spatially scrambled (36 × 24 fragments in each frame, ensuring
that the hand and the objects could no longer be identified), and
then the frames were recomposed to a 12 s clip. A fixation point
appeared in the middle of the screen throughout the experiment.
The images in all clips subtended 22 × 22 degrees.
Experiment II
The visual stimuli were composed of the same “Right hand/Left
object” footages used in experiment I. Each clip was composed of
ten footages, showing either (1) the same footage repeatedly,
termed “Same object/Same grasping” (or SoSg), (2) different
grasping of the same object (SoDg), (3) the same grasping of dif-
ferent objects (DoSg), and finally, (4) different grasping of different
objects (DoDg). The fifth condition was composed of ten identical
pointing movements toward the same object (termed Pointing). As
in experiment I, a fixation point appeared in the middle of the
screen throughout the experiment.
Experimental Paradigm
The experiments were carried out using a block design format. Five
blocks were interleaved and were repeated four times with different
stimuli in a counterbalanced manner. Each block lasted 12 s and
was followed by a rest period of 9 s, in which the subjects main-
tained fixation on a blank screen. The first and last rest periods
were longer (27 and 15 s, respectively). In experiment I, visual in-
structions concerning the next epoch were shown for 500 ms at
the end of each rest period. Subjects were briefly trained before
the experiment to verify that they are able to maintain fixation and
respond to the instructions properly.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed using the BrainVoyager 4.96 and
BrainVoyager Qx software package (Brain Innovation, Maastricht,
The Netherlands, 2000). The functional images were superimposed
on two-dimensional anatomical images and incorporated into the
three-dimensional data sets through trilinear interpolation. Before
statistical analysis, raw data were examined for motion and signal
artifacts. Head motion correction and high-pass temporal filtering
in the frequency domain (3 cycles/total scan time) were applied in
order to remove drifts and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The
complete data set was transformed into Talairach space, Z-normal-
ized, and concatenated. General linear model (GLM) approach was
used to generate statistical parametric maps; the hemodynamic
response function was modeled using standard parameters (Boyn-
ton et al., 1996). Significance levels were calculated, taking into
account the probability of a false detection for any given cluster
(Forman et al., 1995), based on Monte Carlo simulation (AlphaSim
by B. Douglas Ward, a software module in Cox [1996]).

The activation time course of individual subjects was obtained
from statistically significant clusters in each region of interest (ROI)
by applying the GLM analysis. The average percent signal change
(from 9 to 15 s after the onset of the condition) was calculated for
each subject and then averaged across subjects. Paired two-tailed
t test was applied in order to show significant differences between
the conditions. Voxels were identified as being in the Fusiform Gy-
rus (FuG) or the aIPS on an individual basis, using anatomical
markers—the fusiform gyrus in the ventral stream and the anterior
part of the intraparietal sulcus in the dorsal stream, respectively.

Across-subjects statistical parametric maps (Figures 2, 4, and 7)
were calculated using hierarchical random-effects model analysis
(Friston et al., 1999). The retinotopic borders displayed on the Ta-
laraich-normalized brain were estimated using the rotating wedge
technique (Sereno et al., 1995) in one of the subjects (subject #1).
The approximate retinotopic borders were assessed using the
phase information. The statistical parametric maps were overlaid
on a cortical surface map of a representative subject (#1). The sur-
face maps were reconstructed from the T1-weighted 3D SPGR
scan. The procedure included segmentation of the white matter
using a grow-region function, the smooth covering of a sphere
around the segmented region, and the expansion of the recon-
structed white matter into the gray matter. The surface was then
unfolded, cut along the calcarine sulcus, and flattened.

Supplemental Data
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://
www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/47/3/457/DC1/.
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